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Hello, everyone. I wanted to share a diagnostic solution I recently came up against. The vehicle was a 2008
uniform delivery van with a Mercedes MBE900 engine.
No-start hard start diagnostic on an MBE900 - the toolbox
The International MaxxPro MRAP (Mine Resistant Ambush Protected) vehicle is an armored fighting vehicle
designed by American company Navistar International's subsidiary Navistar Defense along with the Israeli
Plasan Sasa, who designed and manufactures the vehicle's armor. The vehicle was designed to take part in
the US Military's Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle program, led by the US ...
International MaxxPro - Wikipedia
Navistar International Corporation (formerly International Harvester Company) is an American holding
company, that owns the manufacturer of International brand commercial trucks, IC Bus school and
commercial buses, Workhorse brand chassis for motor homes and step vans, and is a private label designer
and manufacturer of diesel engines for the pickup truck, van, and SUV markets.
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